Opinion Questionnaire
Address ……………………………………… Interviewer ……………………………… JESUS/Jesus Quest
1. How many in your household watched the DVD? ……………
2. What was your overall impression of the film?
Excellent

□

Good

□

Fair

□

Poor

□

Indifferent

□

3. Many viewers find the crucifixion scene the most memorable. What do you think was the reason for
Jesus being put to death?

□
□
□
□
□
□

Because he was a criminal
Because he was stirring up trouble
Because the religious leaders saw him as a competitor
To give his life as a sacrifice in payment for our sin
Don’t know
Other ……………………………………………………………

4. Who in your opinion was Jesus?

□
□
□
□
□

Son of God
Prophet/Martyr
Great man/Teacher
Founder of Christianity
Other ……………………………………………………………

5. Has your view of Jesus changed as a result of viewing this DVD? Could you summarise in what way?
Yes definitely

□

A little

□

not really

□

Comments ………………………………………………………..
6. The film ends with a summary of how you can know Jesus Christ personally, and a prayer. Did this
prayer express your own response?
Yes definitely

□

To some degree

□

Not really

□

Not sure

□

7. Has the film stirred your interest to know more about Jesus and personal faith?
Yes

□

Possibly

□

No

□

Comments …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Thanks for your help. Your answer to the last question is encouraging. We have two things that might help
you think about this some more. Could I explain these possibilities briefly?
Circle all relevant comments
M Accepted magazine
L Accepted church leaflet
G Listened to gospel outline
C Made a commitment to Christ
I Expressed interest in group – Su/M/Tu/We/Th/F/Sa
W Wanted further contact (specify in notes)
X Doesn’t want further contact
A Already a Christian/attends church

Notes

Return all completed questionnaires to the Project Coordinator

3 Temple Row West, Birmingham, B2 5NY
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